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Abstrat

This work is part of a national projet whih aims at build-

ing a tool for the analysis of mirobial risks in food produts.

As a �rst step, we propose a uni�ed querying system whih

simultaneously sans two omplementary bases, ontaining

mirobiologial information : a relational database ontain-

ing strutured information and a oneptual graph knowl-

edge base ontaining semi-strutured information. The uni-

�ed querying system sends the user's query to both of them.

Fuzzy queries and impreise information are handled in both

bases. To ahieve this goal, we propose a way of represent-

ing fuzzy values, inluding numerial values, in oneptual

graphs.

1.Introdution

Our researh takes plae in a national projet whih

brings together government institutions and industry to

build a tool for the analysis of mirobial risks in food

produts. The �rst step of this projet onsists in gath-

ering in a database information available in the sienti�

bibliography in mirobiology and that an be useful for

risk assessment.

A fundamental problem in our appliation is that this

information onsists of experimental results in a �eld

where knowledge is growing everyday. The integration of

this information is a soure of irregularity : similar data

are often represented in di�erent ways in independent

bibliographial referenes. The term \semi-strutured"

is used to qualify this kind of information whih is not

really strutured but presents similarities, even if this

is impliit. With semi-strutured information, it is very

diÆult to determine a lassial database shema in or-

der to store all the useful information.

Mirobiologial data an be qualitative or quantita-

tive. These data are generally impreise due to the om-

plexity of the biologial proesses involved. Storing and

handling impreise information is thus essential. The

data are also inomplete : the sienti� bibliography

does not over all possible experimental fators and on-

ditions. For this reason it is important to introdue ex-

ible queries, expressing enlarged seletion riteria, with

preferene degrees, in order to avoid empty answers.

In order to store semi-strutured information, di�er-

ent approahes have been proposed suh as (i) the def-

inition of a new kind of database management system

espeially designed for semi-strutured data [1℄; (ii) the

de�nition of viewpoints in the objet model [2℄; (iii) hy-

brid approahes ombining the use of languages designed

for semi-strutured information representation suh as

XML for instane and objet-oriented DBMS [3℄ or semi-

strutured DBMS [4℄.

Conerning exible queries and impreise information

management, the bibliography overs two kinds of prob-

lems. In a �rst ategory of papers, the fuzzy set frame-

work has been shown to be a sound sienti� way of

modelling exible queries [5℄. In the seond ategory of

papers, the fuzzy set framework has also been proposed

to represent impreise values by means of possibility dis-

tributions [6℄.

The approah we hose onsists in designing a uni-

�ed querying system (alled UQS) that sans two sep-

arate bases simultaneously : (i) a relational database

ontaining the strutured information, proessed by the

SI engine (for Strutured Information), (ii) a oneptual

graph knowledge base ontaining the semi-strutured

information, proessed by the SSI engine (for Semi-

Strutured Information). The struture of the uni�ed

querying system is presented in [7, 8℄.

The main reason why we hose the relational model

to store strutured information is the eÆieny and the

robustness of this tehnology. A seond reason is that

it has been widely studied in previous researhes as a

way of managing fuzzy queries and impreise informa-

tion, operated in the SI engine. The strutured informa-

tion subsystem of UQS is presented in [9℄.

In the semi-strutured information subsystem, we

hose the oneptual graph model [10, 11℄ for many

reasons. Firstly, its graph struture is well suited for

the representation of weakly strutured information.

Seondly, a oneptual graph knowledge base an be

sanned using graph operations already de�ned in this

model. Thirdly, the terminologial knowledge an be

useful to implement enlarged exible querying. Fourthly,

di�erent software platforms are available, allowing one to

realize prototypes easily.

In this paper, we fous on the semi-strutured infor-
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mation subsystem. We aim at expressing impreise in-

formation and submitting enlarged queries using the on-

eptual graph model. We are thus onerned with the

expression of fuzzy values in a oneptual graph knowl-

edge base. The sanning of the knowledge base by fuzzy

queries has also been studied, but is not presented here.

In the seond setion, we de�ne the UQS uni�ed query

language. In setion 3, we briey present the oneptual

graph model. In setion 4, we fous on the representation

of numerial and fuzzy values in this model.

2.UQS query language

In UQS, the queries are expressed in terms of a set

of DB-projetion

1

attributes and a set of seletion ri-

teria using the form attribute/value. These queries are

expressed in a given view. A view is a lassial onept

in databases, e.g. a virtual table in whih all the infor-

mation needed by the user are brought together. The

transposition of this notion so as to san the CG knowl-

edge base has already been presented in [7, 8℄.

De�nition 1 A query Q in UQS is a set

fV; a

1

; : : : ; a

P

; <a

P+1

; v

P+1

>; : : : ; <a

P+S

; v

P+S

>;nb; tg

where V is the name of the view in whih the query

is asked ; a

1

; : : : ; a

P

are the attributes of the DB-

projetion, <a

P+1

; v

P+1

>; : : : ; <a

P+S

; v

P+S

> are pairs

de�ning the seletion riteria, nb is the maximum

number of tuples in the result and t is a threshold

(t 2 [0; 1℄) de�ning the minimum mathing degree

aepted for eah tuple of the answer. Note that

fa

1

; : : : ; a

P

g \ fa

P+1

; : : : ; a

P+S

g is not neessarily

empty. The pairs de�ning the seletion riteria have the

following meaning :

8s 2 [P + 1; P + S℄

� a

s

is a seletion attribute ;

� v

s

is the value assoiated with the seletion attribute

a

s

. This value is a fuzzy set on the underlying do-

main D

s

, de�ned by its membership funtion �

v

s

:

D

s

! [0; 1℄. It is refered to by a linguisti label. We

distinguish two kinds of fuzzy sets depending on the

underlying domain (disrete or ontinuous).

Two examples of fuzzy sets are given in �g. 1.

Here is an example of a query Q de�ned

in the fuzzy view Thermization in the knowl-

edge base about the behaviour of Listeria.

Q = fView=Thermization, Id, Substrate, Temperature,

Duration, <Substrate, MyMilkProdutPreferenes>,

<Duration, HighDuration>, 10, 0.3g.

The result of the exeution of a query in UQS is a

fuzzy relation, e.g. a fuzzy set de�ned on the artesian

1

in order to prevent ambiguities, we use the term \DB-projetion"

when dealing with the notion used in the relational database model

20 50 70 100
0

1

sec

HighDuration MyMilkProductPreferences

0

1

Full milk Half skimmed milk

0,5

Figure 1: Fuzzy sets HighDuration and MyMilkProdut-

Preferenes

produt of the attributes. Eah line represents a tuple

omposed of pairs<attribute; value>, resulting from the

query. Tuples are ordered aording to a mathing de-

gree md.

De�nition 2 An answer A to a query Q in UQS

is a set of tuples, eah of them of the form

f<a

1

; v

1

>; : : : ; <a

P

; v

P

>;mdg, with the following mean-

ing :

8p 2 [1; P ℄

� a

p

is an attribute of the DB-projetion ;

� v

p

is the value assoiated with the attribute a

p

, re-

sulting from the exeution of the query.

v

p

may be an impreise value represented by a pos-

sibility distribution on the underlying domain D

p

,

de�ned by �

v

p

: D

p

! [0; 1℄.

md is the mathing degree assoiated with eah tuple.

In the following �

v

s

and �

v

p

are supposed to be nor-

malized.

3.The oneptual graph model

The Coneptual Graph (CG) model is a knowledge

representation model based on labelled graphs, intro-

dued by John Sowa [10℄. We use the formalization pre-

sented in [11℄. In the CG model, knowledge is divided

into two parts : the terminologial part (the support)

and the assertional part (the CGs). In this setion, we

briey and intuitively present the CG model through the

example of our appliation.

3.1.The support

The support provides the ground voabulary used to

build the knowledge base : the types of onepts used,

the instanes of these types, and the types of relations

linking the onepts. It desribes the hierarhial orga-

nization of these elements.

The set of onept types is partially ordered by a kind

of relation. Universal and Absurd are its greatest and

lowest ommon elements, as presented in �g. 2.
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Skimmed milk Half skimmed

milk

Milk Cabbage

Substrate Temperature Duration Concentration

Experimental datum

Datum

Nisin

Bacteriocin

Listeria Scott A

Listeria

Pathogen Germ

Germ

Reduction Stability

Expe Result Experiment

Action

CFU/ml U/ml

Conc.M.U.

Degree

Temp. M.U.

Hour

Time M.U.

Measure Unit

Universal

Full milk

Interaction

Absurd

Figure 2: A part of the onept type set for the mirobial

appliation

The onepts an be linked by means of relations.

The set of relation types is partially ordered by a kind

of relation. Eah relation type is haraterized by an ar-

ity and a signature whih spei�es the maximal onept

types that a given relation an link together. The set

of relation types we use ontains relation types suh as

agt, whih is a binary relation having (Ation, Germ) as

a signature. It means that \an Ation has for agent a

Germ" (for example an interation an have a batery

as an agent).

The third set of the support is the set of individual

markers. Eah individual marker represents an instane

of a onept. For example, E1 an be an instane of

Experiment. The generi marker (noted �) is a partiular

marker referring to an unspei�ed instane of a onept.

3.2.The oneptual graphs

The CGs, built upon the support, express the fa-

tual knowledge. The CGs are omposed of two kinds

of verties: (i) the onept verties (noted in retangles

or in brakets) whih represent the entities, attributes,

states, events ; (ii) the relation verties (noted in ovals

or in parentheses) whih express the nature of the rela-

tions between onepts. The label of a onept vertex is

a ouple de�ned by the type of the onept and a marker

(individual or generi) of this type. The label of a rela-

tion vertex is its relation type. The CG given in �g. 3 is

a representation of the information : \in the experiment

E1, interation I1 between nisin and Listeria Sott A is

realized in full milk and leads to redution as a result".

De�nition 3 The knowledge base KB = fG

1

; : : : ; G

p

g

ontaining the semi-strutured knowledge of our system

is a set of onneted, possibly yli CGs.

The set of CGs is partially ordered by the speializa-

tion relation (noted �), whih an be omputed by the

projetion operation (a kind of graph morphism). This

operation is widely used for the querying of CG knowl-

1 2
Experiment  : E1 Obj Interaction  : I1

1

2
Agt Nisin : *

1

2
ObjListeria Scott A:*

1 2
Res Reduction : *

1

2
Char Full milk : *

Figure 3: An example of a oneptual graph

edge bases.

4.Adapting the oneptual graph model to quan-

titative and to fuzzy data

4.1.Representing numerial values in the onep-

tual graph model

The mirobiologial data stored, as well as the user's

queries, inlude numerial values, like temperatures, on-

entrations, durations. However the CG model we use

represents symboli data. To be more preise, two in-

ompatible onept types annot have a ommon indi-

vidual marker. For instane, if `30' is used as a marker

for the onept type Duration, then it may not be used

for the type Temperature. For this reason another way

of representing numerial values (and values in general)

will be adopted in the following, modifying the support

in use.

The onept type NumerialValue is introdued into

the support. This onept type is a subtype of the more

general type Value. The relation type NumVal(Datum,

NumerialValue) is introdued into the support. This

relation type is a subtype of the more general type

Val(Datum, Value).

Remark 1 The designation of these types, as well as

the signatures of the relation types introdued, are given

as an example and an be modi�ed and adapted to other

appliations. In the same way, other subtypes of the on-

ept Value and the relation type Val may be onsidered

and hierarhially lassi�ed, like strings, real numbers,

integers and so on.

De�nition 4 A numerial value is a marker of a spe-

i� onept type.

This onept type is alled NumerialValue in our ap-

pliation. For example, the set of markers assoiated

with the type NumerialValue an be IR. This will be

assumed in the following.

The oneptual graph of �g. 4 ompletes �g. 3 with

additional information, inluding numerial values rep-

resented on the basis of the new support. It ould be

translated by \in the experiment E1, interation I1 be-

tween nisin at a onentration of 50 U/ml and Listeria

Sott A is realized in full milk during 30 minutes at a

3



Concentration : *Char
1 2

Conc. Unit U/ml : *
1 2

ValNum

1

2
NumericalValue : 50

Duration : * Temperature : *

Char

1

2

1

2

Char

Time Unit

1

2

Hour : *

Temperature Unit
1 2

Degree : *

NumericalValue : 30

ValNum

1

2

1

2

1 2
Experiment : E1 Obj Interaction : I1

1

2
Agt Nisin: *

1

2
ObjListeriaScott A:*

1 2
Res Reduction : *

1
2

Char

ValNum

Full milk : *

Figure 4: An example of a oneptual graph representing

numerial values

temperature of 30 degrees and leads to redution as a

result".

4.2.Representing fuzzy values in the oneptual

graph model

The theory of fuzzy sets and the possibility theory [12℄

allow one to deal with imperfet data. In our �eld of ap-

pliation, we essentially deal with fuzzy values �rstly to

represent impreise data, seondly to express preferenes

with fuzzy sets in order to query an inomplete database.

Fuzzy oneptual graphs were introdued by Morton

[14℄ and extended by several works, e.g. [15, 16℄.

In omparison with the previous ones, we present a

more homogeneous and integrated approah to inlude

fuzzy sets in the CG model : (i) we propose a homoge-

neous representation of fuzzy types and fuzzy markers ;

(ii) the domains of these fuzzy sets are built upon the

support.

As presented in setion 2, the seletion riteria ex-

pressed in the uni�ed query language use the form at-

tribute/value, the value being a fuzzy set. This form is

diretly exploitable in the relational database, whereas

in the oneptual graph knowledge base a translation has

to be done : an attribute orresponds to a onept type,

and a value an either orrespond to a onept type or

to a marker. For that reason, it is neessary to be able

to de�ne both fuzzy onept types and fuzzy markers.

De�nition 5 The referene domain Ref(t) assoiated

with the onept type t is the set of individual markers

that onform to t.

8t 2 T

C

; Ref(t) = fm 2 I j �(m) � tg

with the following meaning :

� T

C

is the set of onept types de�ned in the support ;

� I is the set of individual markers ;

� � is an appliation from I to T

C

that assoiates eah

individual marker m with a onept type t.

The referene domain of a onept type an be

�nite or in�nite, ontinuous or disrete. For ex-

ample, if the markers that onform to the on-

ept type NumerialValue are the real numbers, then

1

NumericalValue :

45 60 70 85
0

1

Temperature : *

ValNum

2

Figure 5: An example of a onept with a fuzzy marker

Ref(NumerialValue)=IR is ontinuous and in�nite.

If there are two individual markers T1 and T2

that onform to the onept type Temperature, then

Ref(Temperature) = fT1, T2g is disontinuous and dis-

rete.

De�nition 6 Let Ref(t) be the referene domain of a

onept type t. A fuzzy marker m

f

of type t is a fuzzy

set de�ned on Ref(t).

Remark 2 A \lassial" individual marker m (m 6= �)

of type t an be onsidered as a partiular fuzzy marker

of t. Its membership funtion assoiates the value 1 with

m, and the value 0 on the rest of the domain Ref(t).

De�nition 7 A onept with a fuzzy marker is a

onept vertex whose label is a ouple (t, m

f

), where t

is an element of T

C

and m

f

is a fuzzy marker of the

onept type t.

The oneptual graph represented in �g. 5 inludes a

onept with a fuzzy marker, of type NumerialValue.

De�nition 8 A fuzzy type t

f

is a fuzzy set de-

�ned on a subset D

t

f

of onept types suh that :

8(t

1

; t

2

) 2 D

t

f

, t

1

and t

2

are not omparable (i.e. t

1

6� t

2

and t

2

6� t

1

).

Remark 3 A \lassial" onept type t an be onsid-

ered as a partiular fuzzy type. Its membership funtion

is de�ned on one element ftg of T

C

and takes the value

1 for this element.

De�nition 9 A onept with a fuzzy type is a on-

ept vertex whose label is a ouple (t

f

;m), where t

f

is a

fuzzy type and m is the generi marker *.

Remark 4 In the oneptual graph model, the applia-

tion � assoiates eah individual marker with a unique

onept type. For this reason, m annot be an individual

marker in de�nition 9.

For instane, let us suppose that the user's preferenes

onerning the substrate are MyMilkProdutPreferenes

represented in �g. 1. In oneptual graph terms, these

preferenes orrespond to the onept [Full milk : *℄ with
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: *
0

1

Full milk Half skimmed milk

0,5

Figure 6: An example of a onept with a fuzzy type

the degree 1, and to the onept [Half skimmed milk : *℄

with the degree 0.5, whih is synthesized by the onept

with a fuzzy type of �g. 6.

5.Conlusion and perspetives

In this paper, we have foused on the semi-strutured

engine of a uni�ed system that queries both a stru-

tured relational database and a semi-strutured knowl-

edge base represented in terms of oneptual graphs.

More preisely, we have presented the representation of

fuzzy values (inluding numerial values) using the on-

eptual graph model. These fuzzy values an either or-

respond to fuzzy onept types or to fuzzy markers, they

an be interpreted as impreise data or as queries with

expression of preferenes. We have also studied the san-

ning of the knowledge base using fuzzy queries submit-

ted by the uni�ed querying system, but this part of the

work has not been presented in this paper. We have im-

plemented the part of this work onerning the CGs as

a prototype built on the CoGITo platform [17℄.

Our very next work will fous on two di�erent points :

(i) the extension of the uni�ed query language, (ii) the

testing of our prototype on an entire knowledge base,

whih has to be reated in ooperation with the group of

mirobiologist experts working on our national projet.
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